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Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw USA CoverAuthorJeff KinneyIllustratorJeff KinneyCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesDiary wimpy KidGenreComedyPublisherAmulet Books (USA) Puffin Books (UK) Publish Date January 13, 2009Pages217ISBN978-0-8109-7068-7Prec preparation rules followed bydog days diary of the Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw Novel, written by
American author and cartoonist Jeff Kinney, the third book in the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series. The book serves as a magazine and follows the adventures of Greg Heffley, the book's narrator, who is in the second half of his seventh grade. This book was released in the United States on January 13, 2009. The plot of the book begins on January 1, with Greg talking about his
family's New Year's resolutions, and how he struggles to think about one for himself. For Greg and his best friend Rowley, life becomes increasingly difficult when their school bus route is rezoned to the Weirley Street area, so they have to go to and from school. Greg also deals with compared to the sons of his father's boss, who all play sports and always seem to be out of
exercise. Frank is jealous of this and wants his sons to look like the sons of his boss. After a conflict over Greg wants to stay inside and watch TV on Saturdays and Frank stealing his school snacks, Frank forces him to sign up for intramural football. The final straw is an incident at a church on Easter where Greg accidentally gets chocolate on the back of his pants when he realizes
he was sitting on his younger brother Manny's chocolate bunny. He refuses to enter the church with painted pants for fear of his crush, Holly Hills, taking him for the stern, so his mother allows him to use her sweater as a kilt. Greg gets bored during a long service and teases his younger brother Manny, causing Manny to throw a tantrum. Heffley's family is forced to leave, and
Frank's boss saw everything, making Frank even more embarrassed than Greg, who had to pass Holly. In football, Greg doesn't like his coach, Mr. Litch, who screams like a drill sergeant and runs intense exercise during practice. In order to get out of this, he will voluntarily be a backup goalie, but becomes a starter when the main goalkeeper gets injured. He takes a break to pick
the dandelions on the field that ultimately cost his team their first defeat. Frank is beyond embarrassed when his boss shows him in the newspaper at work, and didn't talk to Greg at all that night. Later, when Greg, Rodrick and Frank go to the movies to watch the film, Frank encounters a past neighborhood troublemaker named Lenwood Heath, who is apparently reformed after
spag union military school. Impressed by the turn of his former enemy, he decides to sign Greg to the summer program at The Spag Union Military School, hoping that Greg will change for the better, but mostly hoping to end the embarrassment. To Impressed by his father and thereby avoiding military school, Greg decides to join a squad of 133 Boy Scouts. Boy scouts. The
reason is to let him quit football like a Boy Scout meeting on Sundays. However, he gets sick and misses their hike, which Frank, as an attendant, has to go anyway. Frank enters the emergency room after two children, for whom he was responsible, come together, and one is seriously injured. Later, when Greg, Frank, and Rodrick have a camping do over, they end up in a hotel
after heavy rain, where Rodrick tricks Greg to think Holly and her family are in a room opposite them and locks Greg out of his room in his underwear, in which Greg decides to hide behind a vending machine waiting for his father to come to return him to his room. After that, Greg increasingly resigned himself to his fate in the military school, especially after numerous unsuccessful
attempts to make a good impression on Holly. He gives up forever when he tries to ask her to join him for a round at the rink, only for Holly to take him for Fregley, a strange kid whom Greg doesn't even want to be associated with, due to Greg being forced to wear back-up glasses after losing one of his contact lenses. Worse, on the last day of school, Greg is jealous of finding a
very sweet note from Holly in Rowley's yearbook, compared to Holly Greg's note in her yearbook. On what is supposed to be his only day of summer vacation heading to Spag Union, Greg is forced to spend it with his family at a birthday party hosted by their neighbors, the Snella family. The party has a contest where all adults must perform silly acts to make a child laugh, while
Snellas records acts to present America's Funniest Home Videos in an attempt to win a $10,000 cash prize. Greg notices that Manny was rooting around gifts and found his mother's gift for the baby, a blanket just like the one Manny got on his first birthday. He tries to stop Manny from taking a blanket for himself, but Manny throws him up a tree. Greg tries to climb a tree to get a
blanket, but he gets stuck and calls for help, only for his pants to fall and reveal his Wonder Woman underwear (which he wore just because he fell behind on his underwear and had to borrow a pair of Rodrik' sizes to the big ones). Snell's family managed to record everything, but since the incident occurred right in front of Frank's queue to perform for the baby, Frank gives Greg
credit for staging it all. The next morning, Frank reconsiders his decision to send Greg to Spag Union, which Greg sees as gratitude for saving him from embarrassment the day before. Greg goes to Rowley's house, where they meet their new neighbor, a girl their age named Trista, who Greg sees as an opportunity to impress her by taking her and Rowley to his parents' country
club. The book ends with Greg looking forward to his summer vacation. The Last Straw reception received positive reviews. Positive attention was again given to the character of Greg Heffley, with him considered relatable. The style of dead humor books has also been well received. Adaptation of the main article: Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days (film) August 3, 2012, a film based
on this book, The Last Straw, and a subsequent book, Dog Days, was released; The film stars the film starring zakari Gordon, Steve Zahn, Robert Capron, Devon Bostic, Rachel Harris, Peyton Leaf, Grayson Russell and Karan Brar. The main photo began on August 8, 2011 in Vancouver and was completed on October 7, 2011. In March 2012, a poster was leaked. The teaser
trailer was attached to The Three Stooges. The film was previewed on July 31, 2012. Inquiries: Kinney, Jeff (January 2009). Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw. Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Amulet Books. Elizabeth Kennedy (May 30, 2019). Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw. ThoughtCo. Received on April 22, 2020. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #3 - The Last Straw. Publishers Weekly.
January 1, 2009. Received on April 22, 2020. List of films (PDF). British Columbia Film Commission. August 9, 2011. Archive from the original (PDF) September 28, 2011. Received on August 14, 2011. Newly classified trailers, commercials and PSA. AlbertaFilmRaings.ca archive from the original dated April 12, 2012. Received on April 10, 2012. Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days.
AdvanceScreenings.com archive from the original dated May 19, 2018. Received on June 27, 2012. Children's Literature Portal, extracted from go-to content OFRBA Children's Choice Awards Shortlist - 2010 - Younger readers Greg Heffley continues his hilarious magazine. It seems that he is now used to writing it because there are no complaints about it in this book. Or maybe
it's because he has much more serious things to worry about... as a school football team and a military school. Dad is determined to make Greg a man. Greg is very happy to remain a wimp, playing with the latest video games and trying to impress the beautiful Holly Hills. However, being such a man, Greg believes Greg Heffley continues his hilarious magazine. It seems that he is
now used to writing it because there are no complaints about it in this book. Or maybe it's because he has much more serious things to worry about... as a school football team and a military school. Dad is determined to make Greg a man. Greg is very happy to remain a wimp, playing with the latest video games and trying to impress the beautiful Holly Hills. However, being such a
person, he, Greg believes that it is difficult to attack problems immediately. The only method open to him is a ploy. Two-thirds of the book tells the story of Greg's ineffective attempts to quit the football team and his equally ineffective attempts to make friends with Holly Hills. He's using Rowley completely shamelessly. he feels that this will give him an advantage: however, Rowley
almost always comes out on top without even trying! We can't blame Greg for saying that life is unfair to him. Closer to the last third, football moves behind the scenes as the military school moves into the spotlight. Dad sees the miracles he's done for the teenage troublemakers next door: if he can work so well on a bully, what won't he do for a good boy? Greg is in immediate
danger of being sent to boot camp for his summer vacation. None of his tricks, like joining the Boy Scouts, seem to have any effect in preventing the inevitable... However, fate takes a hand, and Greg runs away through the width of the hair. How it happens is told in his own inimitable way by Jeff Kinney, and is the highlight of the book. This is guaranteed to leave you in stitches. In
this novel, we see Greg slowly forming a bond with his father, who we find is not very different from his son. It's possible that Greg will grow up to be just like his father. And for a change, the novel ends on a happy note, because Greg ran out of pages just after being befriended by the gorgeous Trista, the new girl in the neighborhood. And we're also happy because, for all his
cowardly traits, Greg Heffley is an attractive kid. As humorous and warm as the first two books are: highly recommended. ... More... More diary of a wimpy kid the last straw pdf download. diary of a wimpy kid the last straw pdf free download. diary of a wimpy kid the last straw pdf wordpress. diary of a wimpy kid the last straw pdf archive. diary of a wimpy kid the last straw read
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